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Abstract—Anomaly Detection (AD) in images is a fundamen-
tal computer vision problem and refers to identifying images
that deviate significantly from normality. State-of-the-art AD
algorithms commonly learn a model of normality from scratch
using task specific datasets in either semi-supervised or self-
supervised manner. We follow an alternative approach, and model
the distribution of normal data in deep feature representations
learned from ImageNet via a multivariate Gaussian (MVG). This
lightweight approach achieves a new state of the art in AD on the
public MVTec AD dataset. In addition to the empirical benefits,
we give a clear motivation for the seemingly simplistic approach
via the ties between deep generative and discriminative modeling
revealed recently. We further elucidate why ImageNet representa-
tions are discriminative in the transfer learning AD setting using
Principal Component Analysis. Here, we find that the principal
components containing little variance in normal data are the
ones crucial for discriminating between normal and anomalous
instances, giving an explanation for the unreasonable effective-
ness of our approach. We also investigate setting the working
point of our approach by selecting acceptable False Positive Rate
thresholds based on the MVG assumption as well as the resistance
of our approach to unlabeled anomalies in the dataset. Finally, we
investigate whether our approach is prone to exploiting spurious
correlations using explainable AI techniques. Code is publicly
available at https://github.com/ORippler/gaussian-ad-mvtec.

Index Terms—Anomaly Detection, Transfer Learning, Gaus-
sian Anomaly Detection, Automated Visual Inspection, Probabil-
ity Density Estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
NOMALY Detection (AD) relates to identifying in-

stances in data that are significantly different to the

norm [1]–[3]. Correspondingly, AD based on images aims

at finding irregularities in images and poses a fundamental

computer vision problem with various application domains

ranging from industrial quality control [4] to medical image

analysis [5]. In general, AD tasks are defined by the following

two characteristics:

• Anomalies are rare events, i.e. their prevalence in the

application domain is low.

• There exists limited knowledge about the anomaly distri-

bution, i.e. it is not well-defined.1

Together, these characteristics result in AD datasets that

are small and heavily imbalanced, often containing only few

anomalies for model verification and testing.

1 While we note that it is common for AD approaches to assume
that anomalies follow a uniform distribution [6], [7], deviations from this
assumption have led to considerable increase in AD performance [8].

As a direct consequence, proposed AD algorithms are

often semi-supervised, i.e. they try to establish a model of

normality using normal data only [4], [5], [9]. Literature

largely focusses on learning the representations underlying

the model of normality from scratch [5], [10]–[13], despite

the fact that transferring representations learned on large-scale

datasets (e.g. ImageNet [14]) to small datasets is effective [15],

[16]. While ImageNet representations have been successfully

used for AD [17]–[19], the ties between deep generative and

discriminative models recently unveiled by [20] have not yet

been leveraged to induce a strong prior for the normal data

distribution.

We are the first to do so in our work. Specifically, in the

conference version of our paper [21]:

• We induce a multivariate Gaussian (MVG) distribution

for the normal data in deep feature representations in a

transfer learning setting. We motivate our approach by

[20] and achieve a new state of the art on the public

MVTec AD dataset [4].

• Employing Principal Component Analysis (PCA), we find

that principal components explaining little variance in

normal data are ultimately those highly discriminative

to the AD task, suggesting that learning them from

scratch may be difficult and explaining the success of

the proposed method.

• We further show that the working point can be sensi-

bly set based on choosing an acceptable False Positive

Rate (FPR) under the MVG assumption, which contrasts

the empirical, heuristics-based working point estimation

commonly applied in literature [4].

In this journal paper, we extend our earlier work [21]:

• We additionally assess the resistance of our approach to

label noise (i.e. presence of unlabeled anomalies in the

dataset used for fitting the MVG).

• We also investigate whether our approach is prone to

exploiting spurious correlations, which has been shown

for other deep AD methods recently [22].

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, a large body of research has been published

in the field of AD (see [3] for a comprehensive review). In

the following, we exclusively focus on methods applied to

image data. We further categorize the approaches into whether

they leverage pre-trained feature representations in a transfer

learning setting or learn them from scratch.
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A. Learning AD from Scratch

Algorithms that learn AD from scratch are commonly

reconstruction-based methods employing autoencoders (AEs)

[10], [23]–[31].

Since vanilla AEs often yield subpar performance, alterna-

tive approaches have been proposed, oftentimes based on the

concentration assumption [6], [7]. Here, normal data points are

typically mapped to a hypersphere using the SVDD objective

[9] or its modifications that allow for Outlier Exposure (OE)

[8], [32]. As an auxillary task to the above formulation, [33]

propose to additionally learn the spatial relation of embeddings

in a self-supervised manner. Alternatively, [34] employ metric

learning over the SVDD objective combined with synthetic

defects in a self-supervised manner.

However, learning AD from scratch requires significantly

more training compute than leveraging pre-trained features in

a transfer learning AD setting.

B. AD via Transfer Learning

AD has also been achieved by ImageNet representations

via transfer learning for both anomaly segmentation and AD,

where anomaly segmentation now is tasked with identifying

the image regions that render the image anomalous.

1) AD via Anomaly Segmentation: While there has been

recent success in adapting deep feature representations for

anomaly segmentation [17], [35], [36], these proposals com-

pute features patch-wise to yield the pixel-wise output. As

a consequence, receptive fields are limited, feature complex-

ity is rather low and there is an implicit assumption that

the anomalies fit inside one patch. As an alternative, [37]

propose to initialize the encoder of their variational AE-

based approach with the help of a pre-trained ResNet-18 [38].

Still, segmentations have to be aggregated to facilitate AD,

adding an additional layer of complexity to segmentation-

based approaches.

2) Classification & k-NN Approaches: AD has been

achieved for X-ray scans of containers [18] by fitting a

one-class Support Vector Machine (oc-SVM) [39] to deep

representations of an ImageNet-trained VGG [40]. Most other

approaches employ a k-NN [19], [41], [42] scheme or vari-

ations thereof [43] in conjunction with L2-distance for AD.

Moreover, [44] additionally fine-tune ImageNet representa-

tions by jointly training an auxiliary task in combination with

a one-class-classification objective on a shared feature space.

3) Generative Approaches: Generative approaches that try

to estimate the Probability Density Function (PDF) of normal

data in the pre-trained features directly have also been inves-

tigated. Here, [45] fit an unconstrained PDF to the normal

data in pre-trained features extracted from AlexNet [46] via

normalizing flows, requiring multi-scale feature extraction to

do so. Most similar to our work, [47] repurpose deep AlexNet

and VGG features for the detection of anomalous objects

in agricultural images. While they also fit a MVG to deep

feature representations, they evaluate their model using a small

in-house dataset only. Further, in their use-case anomalous

instances deviate significantly in appearance from the normal

class, and benchmarking against other AD approaches is not

performed. Also, they neither investigate the properties of the

pre-trained feature representations that make them suitable for

AD via transfer learning nor give a motivation behind their

MVG assumption.

4) MVG for Out-of-Distribution Detection: While not di-

rectly used as an AD algorithm, [20] also model the PDF of

in-distribution data by means of Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA) in deep features for Out-Of-Distribution (OOD) de-

tection. Contrary to AD, OOD determines whether a given

query image is part of the in-distribution dataset (i.e. the

dataset used for training) or OOD, providing a safeguard for

the application of supervised models to real world data. Lee

et al. motivate their approach by proving that discriminative,

deep classifiers employing the softmax-crossentropy loss learn

the same posterior distribution as generative classifiers under

a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) assumption2. They

expand on this and argue that the pre-trained features of the

deep softmax classifier may also follow the class-conditional

Gaussian distribution of the generative classifier, verifying

this claim experimentally both for standard as well as class-

incremental learning procedures.

This finding is the motivation for our work, where we

induce a MVG for the normal data in pre-trained deep feature

representations in a transfer learning AD setting. Since the

initial version of our paper [21], our approach has also been

extended to anomaly segmentation by [49], setting a new state

of the art on the public MVTec AD dataset for this task as

well.

III. MODELING THE NORMAL DATA DISTRIBUTION IN

DEEP FEATURE REPRESENTATIONS

Based on the class-incremental learning experiment from

[20], we hypothesize that novel classes also follow a MVG

distribution in the transfer learning setting. Our approach thus

consists of fitting a MVG to the normal data of each “novel”

class in the pre-trained features, omitting fine-tuning of the

pre-trained model (refer Fig. 1).

We give a short overview over the Gaussian distribution

as well as how it can be empirically fitted in Section III-A.

Afterwards, we detail our approach in Section III-B, and derive

how a working point can be set in Section III-C.

A. Estimating the Gaussian Distribution

The MVG is given as

ϕµ,Σ(x) :=
1

√

(2π)D|detΣ|
e−

1

2
(x−µ)⊤Σ−1(x−µ), (1)

with D being the number of dimensions, µ ∈ R
D being the

mean vector and Σ ∈ R
D×D being the symmetric covariance

matrix of the distribution. Σ must be positive definite.

As the true distribution of the novel data in the deep

feature spaces is unknown, we approximate both mean x as

2This linkage between deep generative and discriminative modeling has
been further confirmed in [48].
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pre-trained

CNN

Fig. 1. Overview of Gaussian AD using pre-trained representations. During
training (solid line), normal images (marked in blue) are used to estimate the
parameters of the underlying Gaussian distribution. During testing (dashed
line), the distance between the test images and the estimated Gaussian is
calculated and used as anomaly score. The pre-trained CNN remains fixed
throughout the procedure.

well as covariance matrix Σ empirically from training data

x1, . . . ,xn ∈ R
D based on the sample covariance

Σ̂ =
1

n− 1

n
∑

i=1

(xi − x̄) (xi − x̄)
⊤
. (2)

Here, x̄ denotes the empirical mean of the observations and

Σ̂ the empirical covariance matrix. Note that for all experi-

ments but the ones on label-noise resistance (Section V-D),

x1, . . . ,xn ∈ R
D is made up exclusively of normal data, i.e.

it does not contain anomalies.

The sample covariance matrix is only well-conditioned

when the number of dimensions D is much lower than the

number of samples n. Since this is not always the case in

AD (for MVTec AD the training data comprises between 60

to 391 images per class, and for typical networks D is in

[0, 2000]), we make use of shrinkage to more robustly estimate

Σ̂. Specifically, we use the formulation of [50].

B. Gaussian AD in Deep Feature Representations

In order to successfully construct a Gaussian anomaly de-

tector with pre-trained feature representations, several aspects

have to be considered and specified.

1) Anomaly Score Definition: Similar to [20], we use the

Mahalanobis distance [51] as the anomaly score. For a given

test datum x, it is defined as

M(x) =

√

(x− µ)
⊤
Σ−1 (x− µ). (3)
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Fig. 2. Anomaly score generation for an EfficientNet-B0. For an EfficientNet,
features can be extracted from 9 separate levels, each with different spatial
dimensions (shown next to the red dot) as well as number of features (shown
below). After spatial average pooling of the features, up to 9 different anomaly
scores can thus be computed per image.

In contrast to other commonly employed distance measures

such as Euclidean distance [9], [19], (3) takes the feature

correlations reflected by the MVG into account, and does not

implicitly assume uncorrelated features. We perform dedicated

ablation experiments to assess the benefits of inducing a MVG

in conjunction with the Mahalanobis score in Section V-A.

2) Model Architectures: Since network architectures with

better ImageNet performance have been demonstrated to yield

more universally applicable feature representations for transfer

learning [52], we employ EfficientNet models [53], which are

the state of the art in ImageNet classification. We also evaluate

ResNet [38] variants, since they are a commonly used baseline

architecture, and perform ablations over the model complexity

in Section V-A.

3) Feature Extraction: We propose to extract features at the

end of every model “level”, and assess which “level” gives the

best performance in Section V-A. Here, “level” is defined as

in [38], [53] (cf. Appendix Table XI for EfficientNet-B0). We

argue that class probabilities are too application-specific and

therefore make use of the features before the final mapping

in the highest level. Furthermore, as feature representation

maps may exhibit spatial dimensions in earlier levels, spatial

aggregation is necessary in order to achieve AD scores. We

choose simple average pooling to reduce the complexity of our

approach, but note that dedicated aggregation procedures may

be an avenue of future research, especially for smaller anoma-

lies or anomaly segmentation. The overall feature extraction

approach is depicted exemplarily in Fig. 2 for EfficientNet-B0.

Similar to [20], we also propose to combine anomaly scores

extracted from different levels. However, as opposed to [20],

we do not use a learned, linearly weighted summation of

feature level anomaly scores, but perform a simple summation

instead. Specifically, let φ : R
c×h×w → R

d be a pre-

trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with its l ∈ N
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intermediate layers denoted as φm : Rcm−1×hm−1×wm−1 →
R

cm×hm×wm . Each intermediate layer’s output ψm :=
φm(ψm−1) for an input image ψ0 := xi has cm features

and spatial dimension hm by wm. By now applying average

pooling followed by (3) to every level {ψm}m=1...l, a set of

distances {Mm} is yielded. The overall anomaly score for the

image is then given by

S(xi) :=
l

∑

m=1

Mm =
l

∑

m=1

M





1

hmwm

hm
∑

j=1

wm
∑

k=1

(ψm; •,j,k)



 .

(4)

Evaluations performed in Section V-A demonstrate the

robustness of this approach, simultaneously reducing its com-

plexity by omitting the feature level selection.

4) Augmentations & Dimensionality Reduction: As out-

lined in Section III-A, the reliable estimation of the Gaussian’s

parameters is a key aspect of the procedure. In addition

to shrinkage, we also assess how augmentation as well as

dimensionality reduction techniques affect the approach.

For the dimensionality reduction, we hypothesize that fea-

tures discriminative to the AD task do not necessarily vary

strongly within the normal data. We therefore propose to

retain only those principal components with the least amount

of variance (i.e. those with smallest eigenvalues), which we

denote as negated PCA (NPCA) in the following, and contrast

NPCA to PCA in Section V-B.

For the augmentation, we employ common affine and color

transforms also used in supervised/semi-supervised learning.

Augmentations are selected per MVTec category to avoid

accidental transformation of normal to anomalous data (details

can be found in Appendix Fig. 5).

C. Setting the Working Point

We also investigate whether the working point can be

set sensibly based on the estimated MVG. This is possible

since, for Gaussian distributions, each Mahalanobis distance

uniquely corresponds to a probability p of seeing a normal

sample, matching the expected True Negative Rate (TNR) of

an anomaly detector thresholded at that distance. 1 − p can

therefore be seen as the allowed probability of falsely-labeled

normal instances, i.e. the FPR.

For a MVG, the probability of seeing a sample with a

Mahalanobis score less than t with t > 0 is given by

the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) FD of the χ2

distribution as

1− FPR = P (M < t)

= P (M2 < t2)

= FD(t2)

=
γ
(

D
2 ,

t2

2

)

Γ
(

D
2

) .

(5)

Solving for t, the AD threshold can thus be obtained by

using the inverse CDF for any desired FPR

t =
√

F−1
D (1− FPR). (6)

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND MAIN RESULTS

First, we will introduce the dataset used and the general

evaluation scheme in Section IV-A. Thereafter, we will com-

pare with the state of the art in Section IV-B.

A. Dataset and Evaluation Details

We make use of the MVTec AD dataset [4] for all our

experiments and evaluations. It consists of 15 product cat-

egories in total, out of which 5 are textures and 10 are

objects. Representative anomalies are shown in Appendix

Fig. 6. We employ the Area Under the Receeiver Operating

Characteristics curve (AUROC), a commonly used measure

for binary classification tasks [54], to assess AD performance.

To increase robustness of our evaluation, we perform a 5-

fold evaluation over the original training set of each MVTec

category, computing the average performance per category. We

then report the mean ± Standard Error of the Mean (SEM)

AUROC performance of all categories in percent to denote

overall AD performance.

B. Comparison with State of the Art on MVTec AD

We begin by comparing the performance of our proposed

AD approach with state-of-the-art AD algorithms on MVTec

AD. Additionally, we further compare with a semi-supervised,

reconstruction-based approach using a convolutional AE, a

supervised AD classifier (which has also been used as an AD

benchmark in literature, refer [8]) as well as an oc-SVM.

1) Training & Evaluation Details: For the supervised

classifier, we fine-tune ImageNet-pre-trained EfficientNet-B0,

EfficientNet-B4 as well as ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 variants

per category. For data splits, we still perform a 5-fold evalu-

ation, but no longer adhere to the original MVTec splits, as

there are no anomalies present in the trainining sets. Instead,

we pool both training and test set and stratify splits to maintain

identical anomaly prevalence in all folds. We compute AUROC

on a validation set, split from the training set, to select the best

model state. The best model is then applied to the unused test

set. For training, we select and apply the same augmentations

per category as defined in Appendix Fig. 5. We use a batch-

size of 64 for ResNet and 16 for EfficientNet, and train using

the Adam [55] optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.0001,

employing the binary cross-entropy loss function.

For the AE, we choose the ResNet-18 for the encoder and an

inverted ResNet-18 for the decoder part (i.e. every operation

of the encoder should be inverted by the decoder). For the

upsampling operations, we employ pixel shuffle operations

as introduced by [56] to reduce checkerboard artifacts which

would be present otherwise. The latent dimension of the

bottleneck is set to 32 and yields proper reconstruction of

the normal class in all categories. We also generally employ

augmentations, but disable noise augmentations (cf. Appendix

Fig. 5). Batch-size, learning rate and optimizer are the same

as for the supervised classifier, and the L2-distance is chosen

for the reconstruction error based on preliminary experiments.

As stated before, an aggregation of the residual image is

neccessary in order to achieve AD for segmentation-based ap-

proaches. Here, we denote results yielded by simply averaging
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TABLE I
COMPARISON TO THE STATE OF THE ART. VALUES FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART

METHODS ARE DIRECTLY TAKEN FROM THE CORRESPONDING SOURCES.
WE REPORT AUROC (±SEM) SCORES IN PERCENT. MAHALANOBIS AND

OC-SVM APPROACHES ARE SUMMED OVER ALL FEATURE LEVELS. THE

HIGHEST AUROC AMONGST NON-SUPERVISED METHODS IS BOLDFACED

Approach Architecture Mean SEM

GeoTrans [12] (source: [57]) Wide-ResNet 67.2 4.7
GANomaly [58] (source: [57]) DCGAN 76.1 1.6
ITAE [57] Custom 83.9 2.8
CAVGA-Du [37] Custom 81.9 2.4
RIAD [25] Custom 91.7 1.8
SPADE [19] Wide-ResNet50-2 85.5 —
Differnet [45] AlexNet 94.7 1.3
Patch SVDD [33] Custom 92.1 1.7
Triplet Networks [34] Custom 94.9 1.2

MSE AE
Map-Mean ResNet-18 78.8 4.1
CCA ResNet-18 81.8 3.4

Pre-Trained Classifier
Supervised Fine-tune ResNet-18 93.3 1.4
Supervised Fine-tune ResNet-34 93.4 1.3
Supervised Fine-tune EfficientNet-B0 94.1 1.4
Supervised Fine-tune EfficientNet-B4 96.3 1.0

Oc-SVM
All Features EfficientNet-B0 73.0 6.1
All Features EfficientNet-B4 78.1 4.7

Mahalanobis (ours)
All Features EfficientNet-B4 95.2 1.5
NPCA 1% EfficientNet-B4 95.8 1.2

over the residual image as “map-mean”. We also perform a

Connected Component Analysis (CCA) on the residual image

to exploit its spatial nature and give a fairer comparison. While

the threshold employed for ROC calculation is still set on

the pixel level, we now label a test image as defective only

if it contains a connected component at least as big as the

smallest anomaly present in the test set. Note that by extracting

the smallest anomaly size from the test set, knowledge about

the anomaly distribution is introduced to the CCA approach,

which may not always be feasible.

For our MVG approach, we aggregate features across 100

epochs of normal training data per split, also applying aug-

mentations. To demonstrate the general applicability of our

approach, we apply the proposed unweighted summation (4)

to all feature levels of an EfficientNet-B4. We further apply

NPCA-based dimensionality reduction, retaining 1% of overall

variance.

For the oc-SVM, we fit a RBF-kernel model to every feature

level and sum the predicted anomaly score over all levels

similar to our proposed pipeline.

2) Results: Assessing performance results, it becomes ap-

parent that our proposed Gaussian anomaly detector achieves

a new state of the art on the public MVTec AD dataset

(cf. Table I). Opposed to prior state-of-the-art methods patch-

SVDD, Differnet and Triplet Networks, our method requires

no training of complex CNNs on a per-category basis, and is

thus more easily applicable.

Furthermore, performance is comparable to the supervised

fine-tuning of pre-trained classifiers (cf. per-category results

reported in Appendix Table XIII). Specifically, our approach

is superior for the texture categories (except for grid), whereas

TABLE II
FEATURE LEVEL AUROC (± SEM) SCORES IN PERCENT FOR

EFFICIENTNET-B4 USING DIFFERENT NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Level
L2 SED Mahalanobis

Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM

1 44.5 4.8 51.6 5.7 60.3 6.1
2 47.3 5.3 48.1 5.1 62.0 6.4
3 58.1 5.9 59.2 6.3 71.1 5.4
4 59.7 4.7 61.5 5.1 75.6 5.5
5 62.6 4.8 66.1 5.0 82.1 4.6
6 71.7 4.4 74.3 4.3 89.1 3.1
7 82.9 4.3 85.1 4.0 96.7 1.0
8 83.2 3.7 85.2 3.4 95.5 1.1
9 83.3 3.7 87.8 3.0 93.1 1.7

Sum 72.5 5.2 78.9 6.6 94.8 1.6

for object categories (e.g. pill, screw), better performance is

achieved by fine-tuning. However, our method does not require

labeled anomalies, and can thus be more easily applied to AD.

V. ADDITIONAL RESULTS

After having achieved a new state of the art in AD on

MVTec, we investigate further important aspects. First, we

perform ablation studies to assess the significance of the MVG

assumption as well as the dependence of our approach on

pre-trained model architecture, model complexity and feature

extraction level in Section V-A. Next, we elucidate the reasons

underlying the strong discriminativity of pre-trained features

when applied to AD in a transfer learning setting Section V-B,

and the possibility of setting the working point based on the

MVG assumption in Section V-C. Resistance of our method

to label noise is assessed in Section V-D and the possible

exploitation of spurious correlations in Section V-E.

A. Ablation Studies

Note that neither dimensionality reduction nor augmenta-

tions are applied in the experiments of this subsection.

1) Benefits of the MVG Assumption: We begin by compar-

ing our MVG approach to two different assumptions: (I) When

assuming a fixed-variance univariate Gaussian distribution,

the anomaly score reduces from the Mahalanobis distance

(3) to the L2-distance to the mean of the training set. (II)

When assuming a feature-independent univariate Gaussian, an

anomaly score can be defined with the standardized Euclidean

distance (SED):

S(x) :=

√

√

√

√

D
∑

d=0

(

fd(x)− f̄d
)2

s2d
. (7)

Here, sd is the (empirical) standard deviation of the d-th

feature fd in the training set, and f̄d its empirical mean.

We use EfficientNet-B4 for this experiment, and report

AD performance of every level as well as their proposed

unweighted mean.
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TABLE III
FEATURE LEVEL AUROC (± SEM) SCORES IN PERCENT FOR RESNET

ARCHITECTURES WITH MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE

Level
ResNet-18 ResNet-34 ResNet-50

Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM

1 66.6 6.4 67.5 6.8 68.0 5.9
2 71.6 6.4 71.9 6.1 73.7 6.4
3 78.6 5.0 79.4 4.8 81.3 4.9
4 86.7 4.1 90.4 3.6 89.0 4.3
5 88.3 2.7 89.0 3.0 86.9 3.8

Sum 86.4 4.0 88.2 4.0 87.3 4.5

a) Results: The following two observations can be made:

(I) The MVG is best suited for AD due to its high and robust

performance (with an AUROC of 96.7% ± 1.0% for level

7, refer Table II). (II) Deeper feature representations are more

suitable for AD in a transfer learning setting. This is congruent

with findings reported by [18], and reasons for this may be

found in the increased abstraction level that is necessary to

accurately describe a semantic concept of normality. However,

performance saturates (and even starts to decline) in higher

levels (level 8 and 9) in case of the multivariate approach.

Regarding the proposed unweighted summation of feature-

level AD scores, it can be seen that an average AUROC

of 94.8% ± 1.6% is achieved by simple equal weighting.

While feature level selection thus offers the potential to further

improve AD performance, it requires access to anomalies,

which may not always be available.

2) Influence of Model Architecture on AD Performance: We

assess the influence of model architecture on AD performance

next, and apply the proposed Gaussian AD framework to

three different ResNet variants: ResNet-18, ResNet-34 and

ResNet-50. Out of those variants, ResNet-34 is the one most

comparable to the prior used EfficientNet-B4, with 21.8 M

learnable parameters and 3.6 GFLOPS for ResNet-34 vs. 19 M

learnable parameters and 4.2 GFLOPS for EfficientNet-B4.

a) Results: Comparing the two architectures, features

extracted from ResNet models yield worse performance as

indicated by the lower average AUROC of 90.4% ± 3.6%
for the best level 4 and 88.2% ± 4.0% for the unweighted

summation of feature level AD scores in ResNet-34 (cf.

Table III and Table II). The increased AD performance of

the EfficientNet architecture can be attributed to its higher

ImageNet accuracy (which has been correlated with suitability

for transfer learning in [52]) and the output range of the Swish

activation function [59]. Thus, the proposed approach will

most likely automatically benefit from future advances in Ima-

geNet performance by simply using better model architectures

as the pre-trained feature extractor (e.g. EfficientNet-V2 [60]).

3) Influence of Model Complexity on AD Performance:

We apply the proposed method to all EfficientNet variants in

order to evaluate the influence of model complexity on AD

performance.

a) Results: Features learned by less complex Efficient-

Net variants perform worse in a transfer learning AD setting

than the features of more complex variants (cf. Table IV).

Furthermore, AD performance saturates and even begins to

decline for high model complexities (i.e. EfficientNet-B7).

This trend is observed for both the EfficientNet as well as

the ResNet architecture (cf. Table III)

B. Elucidating the Discriminativeness of ImageNet Represen-

tations

Next, we investigate possible reasons for the oustanding

performance of the MVG enacted in a transfer learning setting.

We hypothesize that features discriminative to the AD task do

not necessarily vary strongly within the normal dataset, as im-

plicitly presumed by semi-supervised approaches that employ

normal data only. Therefore, we apply PCA as well as NPCA-

based feature reduction to all feature levels of a pre-trained

EfficientNet-B4 prior to fitting the MVG. This approach is

similar to the procedure proposed by [61] that investigated

the same question for shallow AD. In this experiment, we do

not employ augmentations.

1) Results: Retaining only those principal components that

vary much in the normal data is detrimental to AD perfor-

mance. In fact, removing principal components that account

for as little as 1% of total variance already reduces AD

performance across all levels (cf. PCA 99% in Table V).

Conversely, when retaining only principal components that

vary little in normal data, no considerable performance is lost

and performance for the proposed unweighted summation (4)

even increases (Table V). Therefore, NPCA offers an elegant

way to reduce the dimensionality of pre-trained feature spaces.

For reference, NPCA 0.01% reduces the dimensionality of the

feature space in level 7 from 272 to 15.6 features on average

across all categories.

The above findings furthermore support the hypothesis that

AD algorithms which learn features from scratch utilizing only

normal data perform worse than AD approaches using pre-

trained features. The reason for this is that effectively learning

feature combinations which are absent in normal data but

present in anomalies should be difficult when having access

only to normal data. Moreover, these feature combinations

may already be present in pre-trained representations, reducing

the task from learning them to identifying and capitalizing on

them, as is done by our proposed Gaussian AD framework.

C. Choosing a Working Point Solely on FPR

The MVG assumption also offers a theoretical framework

for selecting the working point by choosing an acceptable FPR

(cf. (6)). Note that a target FPR cannot be easily set for the

unweighted summation of feature-level Mahalanobis distances.

Therefore, we restrict our evaluations to level 7 features of two

different EfficientNet variants, choosing EfficientNet-B0 for

its low model complexity and EfficientNet-B4 for its high AD

performance at medium complexity. We additionally assess

effects of performing feature reduction with 99% PCA as well

as 0.01% NPCA. We evaluate by comparing target FPR based

on (6) to the FPR achieved on the test set, also reporting the

TPR yielded at that working point and overall AUROC. Pre-

liminary experiments revealed that augmentations are essential

to facilitate setting the working point, which failed otherwise

(e.g. FPR of 99.8% and TPR of 99.9% were achieved at
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TABLE IV
AUROC (± SEM) SCORES IN PERCENT FOR EFFICIENTNET FEATURES WITH MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE

Level
EN-B0 EN-B1 EN-B2 EN-B3 EN-B4 EN-B5 EN-B6 EN-B7

Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM

1 56.8 6.0 56.7 6.0 59.9 6.1 60.1 6.3 60.3 6.1 61.5 6.2 61.3 6.3 60.4 6.2
2 62.3 5.7 58.2 6.0 59.5 5.7 62.0 6.2 62.0 6.4 63.7 6.5 63.2 6.4 61.6 7.0
3 68.4 6.0 67.8 6.1 68.4 5.9 70.1 6.2 71.1 5.4 69.5 6.2 70.6 5.7 71.2 5.8
4 73.8 5.4 73.6 5.7 75.2 5.2 73.5 5.6 75.6 5.5 76.5 5.4 75.1 5.9 76.8 5.2
5 79.1 5.3 81.0 4.8 82.7 4.9 82.1 5.1 82.1 4.6 83.9 4.3 81.7 4.8 82.4 4.8
6 86.1 4.1 87.1 3.9 89.1 3.6 91.2 2.8 89.1 3.1 89.0 3.0 88.1 3.1 87.5 3.6
7 92.5 2.3 95.3 1.4 95.5 1.4 96.4 1.2 96.7 1.0 96.9 1.2 96.7 1.1 96.3 1.6
8 92.2 2.5 94.7 1.5 94.7 1.6 94.8 1.7 95.5 1.1 96.2 1.2 95.7 1.0 95.7 1.3
9 91.3 3.0 93.4 2.0 93.1 2.0 92.8 2.1 93.1 1.7 93.0 1.9 93.4 1.5 92.2 1.8

Sum 90.6 3.2 93.3 2.2 93.6 2.1 94.0 2.2 94.8 1.6 95.2 1.6 95.3 1.2 94.2 1.8

TABLE V
AUROC (±SEM) SCORES IN PERCENT FOR NEGATED PCA COMPRESSED EFFICIENTNET-B4 FEATURES WITH MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE

Level
No Compression PCA 99% PCA 95% NPCA 1% NPCA 0.1% NPCA 0.01%

Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM

1 60.3 6.1 50.8 6.1 45.8 5.4 70.2 4.0 67.8 6.6 69.9 6.2
2 62.0 6.4 53.3 5.9 48.6 5.7 67.6 6.3 68.0 5.9 67.3 5.7
3 71.1 5.4 65.5 6.5 59.7 6.2 71.6 4.9 68.1 4.2 65.7 3.7
4 75.6 5.5 69.5 6.1 63.2 6.4 76.1 5.1 73.1 4.6 69.4 4.0
5 82.1 4.6 76.2 5.3 66.6 6.5 82.5 4.0 78.7 3.6 72.3 3.7
6 89.1 3.1 83.3 4.8 77.3 5.7 90.2 2.5 88.2 2.4 83.6 2.9
7 96.7 1.0 93.4 2.1 87.1 4.0 96.1 1.0 94.5 1.3 89.6 2.5
8 95.5 1.1 91.9 2.1 88.6 3.1 94.8 1.2 93.8 1.4 90.6 2.3
9 93.1 1.7 91.3 2.1 88.6 2.9 93.3 1.6 91.2 2.1 86.3 3.0

Sum 94.8 1.6 89.6 3.4 82.2 6.0 95.8 1.1 95.5 1.2 94.0 1.6

TABLE VI
TARGET FPR AND ACHIEVED FPR / TPR IN PERCENT PER MULTIPLE n · σ

FOR EFFICIENTNET LEVEL 7 FEATURES USING DIFFERENT FEATURE

REDUCTION METHODS. AUROC VALUES ARE ALSO REPORTED

n
Target

FPR

EN-B0 EN-B4

PCA 99% All Features NPCA 1% All Features

FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR

1 31.7 17.9 77.8 30.4 89.1 47.4 94.0 66.1 98.4
2 4.6 10.1 71.2 19.3 84.2 29.8 88.9 56.0 97.3
3 0.3 5.8 66.1 13.5 80.2 18.9 83.2 44.7 95.9

4 6 ×10−3 1.9 61.3 9.3 76.3 11.3 78.5 35.7 94.0

5 6 ×10−5 0.7 57.0 6.5 72.7 6.8 74.4 28.2 91.6

AUROC 90.3 93.2 93.7 97.1

3σ for EfficientNet-B0). We therefore artifically enlarge each

category’s training set by sampling the augmentations for 100

epochs.

1) Results: As shown in Table VI, it can be seen that

PCA decreases FPRs yielded on the test set, whereas NPCA

increases the FPRs. Therefore, PCA and NPCA behave inverse

to each other. Furthermore, even with artificially enlarged

datasets, a sensible setting of the FPR based on training data is

possible only for the smallest model, EfficientNet-B0. This is

indicative for the curse of dimensionality, as complex models

require increasingly more data to avoid overfitting on noise

present in the training data (bias-variance tradeoff).

D. Resistance of Gaussian AD to Label Noise

So far, evaluation has focussed on performance under clean

conditions, i.e. when a curated dataset without label noise is

used. However, it is unlikely that such a dataset is available

under real-world conditions [3], and therefore resistance to

label noise is an important aspect to be addressed. Apart from

label noise, generalization capabilities of supervised methods

are also worth evaluating, as a bias is added by sampling

the anomaly distribution [62]. We perform two dedicated

experiments to evaluate these two aspects.

1) Label-noise Resistance: We make use of the same splits

as for the supervised classifier before and mislabel 50% of

the training set’s anomalies as normal. This split is stratified,

i.e. the 50% are sampled such that prevalences of individual

anomaly types are preserved. Training is then performed,

where over/undersampling is applied to achieve 5% prevalence

of labeled anomalies a. Note that labeled anomalies a are dis-

carded for our proposed approach. Apart from labeled anoma-

lies a, unlabeled anomalies c are also over/undersampled in

rates between 0% and 20% corruption (refer Table VII). We

use a pre-trained EfficientNet-B4 for both approaches, and

apply our method in unweighted summation mode (4).

a) Results: Our proposed method is equally resistant

to label noise as the supervised classifier (cf. Table VIII).

However, our approach does not require labeled anomalies to

achieve this resistance, as opposed to the supervised classifier.

Aside from the label-noise resistance, it can be seen that better

performance is achieved for both the supervised classifier
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TABLE VII
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR INVESTIGATING GENERALIZATION

CAPABILITIES AND LABEL-NOISE RESISTANCE OF SUPERVISED

CLASSIFIERS AND OUR PROPOSED METHOD. a DENOTES THE SAMPLED

ANOMALY PREVALENCE, AND c THE SAMPLED PREVALENCE OF

MISLABELED ANOMALIES IN THE TRAINING DATASETS. FOR A LIST OF

THE HELD OUT ANOMALY TYPES PER CATEGORY, WE REFER TO APPENDIX

TABLE XII

Experiment a c Anomalies

Label-noise resistance 0.05 {0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2} all
Generalization 0.05 0 all-1

TABLE VIII
AUROC SCORES ± SEM FOR DIFFERENT CORRUPTION RATIOS

Method
0% 1% 5% 10% 20%

Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM

Classifier 97.2 0.7 96.9 0.7 95.8 1.0 95.6 0.9 93.9 1.1
Ours 97.2 0.8 96.7 0.9 96.0 1.0 95.6 1.1 94.9 1.3

and our approach than initially reported in Table I. For

the classifier, this can be explained by the fixed anomaly

prevalence of 5% applied during training here as opposed

to the prevalence sampling performed before, indicating that

over/undersampling of anomalies may be beneficial to the

performance of supervised AD methods. For our proposed

approach, it is explained by the fact that 5-fold evaluation is

no longer performed on the original MVTec splits but instead

on the same splits as used by the supervised classifier.

2) Generalization Capabilities of Supervised AD Models:

For each MVTec category, the anomaly type visually perceived

to be the most different to all others is held out (a complete

list is given in Appendix Table XII). In addition, the anomaly

type “combined” is excluded from all experiments, as it itself

is made up of >1 anomaly type. Since category toothbrush

only contains anomalies of type “combined”, it is therefore

excluded from the experiment. Training is performed using

all other anomaly types for supervision, again sampling a to

be 5% (cf. Table VII), using the same experimental speci-

fications as above. As our proposed method does not make

use of labeled anomalies, no additional bias can be induced

by sampling the anomaly distribution, and our approach is

therefore not evaluated.

a) Results: The supervised classifier performs worse

on held-out anomaly types compared to the ones used for

training (cf. Table IX). This poses an additional limitation of

supervised AD methods and confirms findings in [62], where it

is shown that an additional bias is introduced by the available

anomalies for supervised AD methods.

E. Is Gaussian AD also a Clever Hans?

Recently, it has been shown that AD algorithms are prone

to exploiting spurious correlations, a.k.a. being a “Clever

Hans” [22]. While it has been argued that this phenomenon

is inherent to the AD algorithm instead of the data, the

Deep One-Class Classifier analyzed in [22] was constructed

by applying a whitening transform to pre-trained features in

combination with the L2 distance. However, said transform

TABLE IX
AUROC AND SEM VALUES FOR SEEN AND UNSEEN ANOMALIES FOR THE

SUPERVISED CLASSIFIER

Supervised Held-out

Mean SEM Mean SEM

96.7 0.7 92.9 2.1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Difference between an untouched attribution map (a) and a blurred
attribution map (b) from a sample of the category bottle. The seismic colormap
was used, where blue values denote scalars <0 (i.e. negative attribution), and
red values denote scalars >0 (i.e. positive attributions).

was tuned by maximizing the AUROC on a small subset of

anomalies per MVTec category, i.e. it was to some degree

supervised. Our approach on the other hand does not use

anomalies at all, and therefore its clever-hans tendencies

should be assessed.

1) Evaluation Details: We employ explainable AI (XAI)

methods similar to [22]. Specifically, we approximate the

SHapley Additive Explanation (SHAP) values by means of

DeepLift [63] (referred to as Deep SHAP) as proposed by

[64]. For the reference distribution, we randomly sample 10

normal images per MVTec category from the training splits.

We use Deep SHAP since DeepLift was the only modified

backpropagation algorithm to pass all sanity checks in [65].

The output of DeepSHAP is an RGB image containing

positive as well as negative attributions, and the sum of all

attributions over the image yields the average distance in

Mahalanobis scores between a query image and the baseline

distribution as defined by the 10 sampled normal images. The

RGB channels are subsequently averaged to yield a scalar map

which we normalize to [-1, 1] for visualization purposes, using

the seismic colormap from matplotlib. Since attribution maps

generated from XAI methods are often very noisy, Gaussian

blurring is performed in literature to improve their visual

appearance [66]. A reference blurred and non-blurred image

are shown in Fig. 3.

In [22], it is proposed to use the Cosine Similarity Distance

(CSD) between the scalar, possibly blurred, attribution map

and the annotated segmentation ground truth as a measure
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TABLE X
EXPLAINABILITY RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT EFFICIENTNET VARIANTS

USING OUR PROPOSED APPROACH FOR AD AS WELL AS PERFORMING

SUPERVISED FINE-TUNING OF A CLASSIFIER

Method Model
Expl. score AUROC Distance

Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM

Ours

EN-B0 76.3 6.0 95.0 1.5 25.3 5.8
EN-B1 73.1 6.5 95.9 1.2 28.3 6.3
EN-B2 75.0 6.6 96.3 1.1 26.2 6.4
EN-B3 74.1 5.9 96.6 1.1 26.5 5.9
EN-B4 72.4 6.9 97.1 0.8 28.2 6.8

Fine-tune EN-B4 44.3 7.7 97.2 0.7 55.8 7.7

for the “Explanation Score” of an AD algorithm, i.e. to

quantify its exploitation of spurious correlations. However,

this formulation assumes that the “anomalousness” returned by

the XAI algorithm should be homogeneously attributed over

normal and anomalous regions as denoted by the segmentation

map. This follows from the fact that provided ground truth

segmentation masks are binary and do not provide different

degrees of “anomalousness”. Looking at the reference image

given in Fig. 3, we disagree with this assumption, and argue

that a non-binary ground truth mask would be necessary to

perform the evaluation proposed by [22]. Lacking a non-binary

ground truth mask, we instead decide to average the attribution

values over normal and anomalous regions respectively to

facilitate a more informative/fair comparison. Our proposed

explanation score is thus generated by computing the CSD

between the averaged attribution map and the binary segmen-

tation mask, possibly ranging in [−100, 100]. Note that we do

not rectify our attribution map as done in [22], since allowing

for negative attribution was shown to be crucial for passing

sanity checks [65].

According to [22], the perfect AD algorithm should have an

AUROC of 100 and an explanation score of 100. Therefore,

we report the Euclidean distance to the point (100, 100) on

the AUROC/explanation-score plane in addition to explanation

and AUROC scores. This distance assumes that explainability

and AD performance are equally important, and the model

with overall lowest distance should be preferred.

2) Results: Fine-tuning the model in a supervised manner

significantly decreases the explanation score, yielding a higher

distance to the optimal point (cf. Table X). This is again

in agreement with findings in literature, which show that a

significant bias is introduced by sparsely sampling the true

anomaly distribution in supervised methods [62]. Moreover,

the explanation score varies significantly between the different

categories for both methods, as indicated by large SEM values.

In fact, values range from 12% for the category screw to 97%

for the category hazelnut in EfficientNet-B4. Representative,

blurred attribution images for both categories and methods

are shown in Fig. 4. Overall, it can be concluded that clever-

hans tendencies are also present in the proposed Gaussian AD

framework, albeit less severe than for the supervised classifier.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Blurred attribution maps for (a) Gaussian AD as well as (b) fine-
tuning a classifier. The categories screw and hazelnut were chosen since they
yield the highest and lowest explanation scores, respectively. EfficientNet-B4
was used for both approaches.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated the benefits of using ImageNet pre-

training for general-purpose AD in images. In particular, we

showed that the MVG assumption of high correlation in pre-

trained representations is crucial to attain state-of-the-art AD

performance (cf. Table II). The strong inductive bias from

the MVG assumption furthermore yielded a resistance to

label noise, rendering our method applicable to real world

scenarios where exhaustive data curation is implausible (cf.

Table VIII). Moreover, since anomalies are rare events, our

approach can even be used in an unsupervised manner, i.e.

it allows for the omission of data curation. Therefore, the

generative assumption proposed in [20] holds also in a transfer

learning setting for AD in images semantically different to the

training dataset, and can be leveraged to achieve a new state

of the art in AD.

Our PCA analysis revealed that discriminative components

of the transferred deep feature representations contain little

overall variance in normal data and should thus be difficult to

learn when only normal data is employed (cf. Table V). This

finding is in agreement with literature on shallow AD [61]
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and explains the poor performance of oc-SVM when applied

to deep feature representations [67]. It also gives a possible

explanation for the success of synthetic defects [34], [66]

or OE [68] as surrogates for anomalies when used in self-

supervised learning. We therefore agree with [42] that pre-

trained features should be adopted for AD in a transfer learning

approach as an alternative to learning features from scratch and

are glad to see increasingly more work in this direction (e.g.

[45], [49], [69], [70]).

While good performance has been achieved on the MVTec

AD dataset, we expect that with increasing semantic distance

to natural images (e.g. images of the medical domain), out-

of-the-box AD performance of our proposed method will

decrease. Similar observations have been made for Image-

Net pretraining in the few-shot learning scenario by [71]. In

such scenarios, pre-trained models could be used as starting

points for fine-tuning on target domains, e.g. by employing

the deep SVDD, SAD/HSC objectives as proposed by [8],

[9], [32] or alternatively self-supervision schemes (e.g. [34]).

The MVG assumption can be easily integrated here, as the

hypersphere/feature space could be initialized by whitening

the features with the inverse Cholesky decomposition of the

estimated covariance matrix. However, initial investigations of

clever-hans properties revealed that fine-tuning of supervised

classifiers, while improving general AD performance, signif-

icantly reduces explainability of the decisions made (cf. Ta-

ble X). Coupled with the decreased generalization capabilities

induced by sparsely sampling the anomalous data distribution

(cf. Table IX and [62]), this points to further research questions

that need to be fully adressed to facilitate AD by fine-tuning

pre-trained feature representations.

In AD, the dilemma of exploiting spurious correlations has

also been side-stepped by achieving anomaly segmentation

as a surrogate intermediate step [66]. However, it should be

noted that only low-level anomalies can be easily segmented

[1], [32], and therefore AD algorithms based on anomaly

segmentation cannot be used to detect all anomaly types

(we refer to the anomaly type “cable swap” of the category

cable as an example of a high-level, semantic anomaly).

Furthermore, it should be noted that current state-of-the-art

anomaly segmentation [19], [33], [49], [66] is achieved by

heuristically upsampling low-resolution anomaly scores, ne-

glecting the non-linear contribution of individual pixels to the

low-resolution anomaly scores. Adversarial attacks are a prime

example of why this could result in false confidence [72].

Here, segmentation by modeling the PDF of dense feature

maps yielded by pre-trained segmentation networks is another

promising avenue for future research, but it should be noted

that semantic segmentation networks are also vulnerable to

adversarial attacks [73].

Apart from the unimodal setting, AD may also occur in a

multi-modal context [74], [75]. Here, less constrained methods

are required to estimate the PDF of multi-modal normal data,

such as the approach proposed by [45]. However, the strong

resistance to label noise as exhibited by our Gaussian AD

framework will most likely decrease in such approaches, espe-

cially if anomalous data does not follow a uniform distribution.

The MVG further offers the possibility of setting the

working point by determining an acceptable FPR. This is

novel, as heuristic approaches dominate the current literature

(i.e. setting working point based on a hold-out validation set

before applying the model to the test set) [4]. However, while

augmentations and low model complexities were shown to

alleviate the mismatch between desired and achieved FPR, an

evaluation on even larger AD datasets is required to validate

our findings. It should be noted that while the FPR may be

selected, Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) style TPR

guarantees, as required for security-critical AD use-cases,

cannot be given by this approach and are a different field

of research. PAC-style guarantees for the TPR have been

achieved in [76], but currenctly require well-defined anomaly

distributions, which are implausible for many AD scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have achieved state-of-the-art performance on the public

MVTec AD dataset using deep feature representations ex-

tracted from classifiers pre-trained on ImageNet. Our approach

is simple yet effective and consists of fitting a MVG to normal

data in the pre-trained deep feature representations, using the

Mahalanobis distance as anomaly score. We have further in-

vestigated the reason behind the effectiveness of our approach.

Using PCA, we revealed that principal components containing

only little variance in normal data are ultimately those neces-

sary to discriminate between normal and anomalous images.

We argue that these features are difficult to learn from scratch

using normal data only, and propose to instead use feature

representations generated by large-scale discriminative training

in a transfer learning setting. Future research in AD for images

should focus on (I) increasing the generalizability of pre-

trained features, (II) fine-tuning of transferred representations

using the small available datasets in addition to self-supervised

learning as well as (III) extending the approach to pre-trained

segmentation/object detection features for transfer learning in

anomaly segmentation.
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APPENDIX

TABLE XI
EFFICIENTNET-B0 BASELINE NETWORK (SOURCE: [53])

Stage Operator Resolution #Channels #Layers
i Fi Hi ×Wi Ci Li

1 Conv3x3 224× 224 32 1
2 MBConv1, k3x3 112× 112 16 1
3 MBConv6, k3x3 112× 112 24 2
4 MBConv6, k5x5 56× 56 40 2
5 MBConv6, k3x3 28× 28 80 3
6 MBConv6, k5x5 14× 14 112 3
7 MBConv6, k5x5 14× 14 192 4
8 MBConv6, k3x3 7× 7 320 1
9 Conv1x1 & pool & FC 7× 7 1280 1

TABLE XII
HELD OUT ANOMALY TYPES FOR EACH CATEGORY

Category Held out anomaly type

Bottle Contamination
Cable Missing cable
Capsule Poke
Carpet Hole
Grid Glue
Hazelnut Cut
Leather Glue
Metal nut Flip
Pill Scratch
Screw Manipulated front
Tile Rough
Transistor Misplaced
Wood Liquid
Zipper Rough
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TABLE XIII
AUROC SCORES IN PERCENT FOR ALL MODELS PER MVTEC AD CATEGORY. THE AE APPROACHES MAP-MEAN AND CCA STAND FOR THE

IMAGE-LEVEL AGGREGATION BY AVERAGING OR CONNECTED COMPONENT ANALYSIS RESPECITVELY. RESNET AND EFFICIENTNET ARE ABBREVIATED

AS RN AND EN. MAHALANOBIS APPROACHES AND OC-SVM ARE AVERAGED OVER ALL LEVELS TO PROVIDE THE SIMPLEST APPROACH. THE HIGHEST

AUROC SCORE PER ROW IS HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD

Score
MSE AE

Pre-trained Classifier
Mahalanobis (ours)

oc-SVM

Map-Mean CCA All Features NPCA 1%

Architecture RN-18 RN-18 RN-18 RN-34 EN-B0 EN-B4 EN-B4 EN-B4 EN-B0 EN-B4

T
ex

tu
re

s

Carpet 65.9 80.5 97.5 96.8 97.2 98.9 100.0 100.0 61.1 89.2
Grid 80.9 92.9 90.2 89.3 97.8 98.4 81.7 89.7 23.7 44.7
Leather 46.0 90.5 99.8 98.4 98.8 99.1 99.7 100.0 75.8 86.7
Tile 55.4 75.7 97.7 99.1 99.2 97.8 99.8 99.8 91.6 95.7
Wood 91.8 91.4 98.1 95.0 95.6 99.6 98.6 99.6 92.5 79.1

O
b
je

ct
s

Bottle 97.5 85.5 94.9 98.2 99.5 99.5 99.8 100.0 98.4 97.7
Cable 79.5 58.3 91.1 90.8 92.2 92.0 95.5 95.0 78.3 81.0
Capsule 74.5 76.7 92.4 93.0 89.0 96.3 93.8 95.1 66.1 73.0
Hazelnut 90.0 91.1 98.6 98.8 98.4 99.8 99.6 99.1 83.5 81.7
Metal Nut 58.2 64.6 95.6 95.4 94.6 96.8 94.7 94.7 73.4 77.3
Pill 80.1 58.0 86.0 83.3 89.8 93.6 88.4 88.7 66.7 69.0
Screw 95.7 93.7 85.0 88.8 90.3 95.2 85.4 85.2 19.5 31.0
Toothbrush 94.2 100.0 82.0 86.9 80.7 85.4 96.4 96.9 90.5 86.3
Transistor 85.9 79.1 92.4 89.7 90.0 94.1 96.3 95.5 82.0 83.8
Zipper 86.8 88.8 97.9 98.3 98.8 97.9 97.8 97.9 91.7 94.7

Mean 78.8 81.8 93.3 93.4 94.1 96.3 95.2 95.8 73.0 78.1
SEM 4.1 3.4 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.0 1.5 1.2 6.1 4.7
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Fig. 5. Augmentation pipeline used to enhance the MVTec AD dataset. Individual augmentation steps are applied consecutively, and p denotes the probability
of an augmentation being applied. Where multiple similar augmentations of the same type can be applied, columns indicate mutually exclusive choices, and
the numbers inside a column their weights used during sampling. Augmentations are excluded for the categories where they induce an anomaly when applied
(e.g. rotation for transistor).
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Fig. 6. Representative anomalies for all categories of the MVTec AD dataset. Red lines are boundaries of the segmentation ground truth. For additional
information about the MVTec AD dataset, we refer to the original publication [4].


